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ABSTRACT

The CHF prediction method being used for CANDU reactor have been critically reviewed.

The AECL's CHF prediction totally depends on the look-up table which has been developed

from many CHF databanks. These databanks include not only the water-cooled bundle-CHF

data but also the freon-cooled bundle-CHF data. The CHF look-up tables have been

developed by smoothing and interpolating (with some extrapolations) the experimental data to

construct a practically useful CHF table. Therefore, the table look-up method has advantages

of accuracy and consistency in a wide range of thermal-hydraulic parameters. It seems,

however, that since the existing look-up table has been constructed by many steps of

modifications to the original experimental data (e.g., the look-up table is constructed not only

using the horizontal flow data but also the vertical flow data), one should be very careful

when one is trying to generate a look-up table for other fuel geometries. In other words,

reliable look-up table can be constructed by performing experiments for new fuel geometry.

Finally, it should be noted that the modifications to the original experimental data have a

simple form consisting of many adjusting parameters for taking into account of different

geometrical effects. This report presents the backbone and the validity of AECL CHF look-up

table.
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1. Introduction

Critical heat flux in pool boiling can be analyzed theoretically using either the Helmholtz

instability theory (Zuber, 1959) or the flooding theory (Kutateladze, 1952). For saturated

pool boiling, Groeneveld (1984) introduced the modified-Zuber equation of Lienhard (1973) as

CHFM = KH/g[sgre
2 (r,- re)]

m (1)

where Hfg, s, g, r are the latent heat, surface tension, gravity and the density,

respectively. In general, the CHF increases strongly with subcooling. Groeneveld (1984)

recommended that the subcooling effect can be accounted for by using Ivey and Morris'

correction factor (1962), while the void effect can be incorporated using Griffith's correction

factor (1977). Equation (1) is valid for all pure liquids with the exception of liquid metals.

Strictly speaking, it is valid for an upward-facing horizontal surface with K equal to 0.149.

The CHF is lower for pool boiling on the outside of a single horizontal tube: K is equal to

0.118 for a tube of diameter larger than 1 cm, inside a pool of water. For a horizontal tube

bundle, such as the CANDU 37-element bundle, K will be much smaller. Using Palen's

calculation method (1964), K is close to 0.053.

Much of past CHF prediction efforts has been directed toward the development of CHF

correlation from experimental data. As most of empirical correlations and analytical models

have a limited range of application, the need for more general technique is obvious. By

extending existing constructed standard table of CHF values for a given geometry

(Doroshchuk, 1975) and the Chalk River data bank, the first complete CHF table covering all

conceivable heat-transfer conditions was presented by Groeneveld et al. (1986). Compared

with other prediction methods, it is claimed this table look-up method has the advantage of :

- greater accuracy

- wider range of application

- correct asymptotic trend

- easier to update if additional data become available.

Because of these advantages, the look-up table has been recommended by HTFS (Heat

Transfer and Fluid Flow Service) and ESDU (Engineering Science Data Unit) and is being

used in reactor-safety and subchannel codes such as RELAP5/MOD3, CATHARE, ASSERT,

and so on. It should also be noted that some of the tabulated values were manually adjusted
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either for ensuring a correct trend or for smoothing out some of the oscillations in tabulated

values.

2. Application of the CHF Look-up Table

The table data presents the CHF for discrete values of pressure, mass flux and quality

covering range of 100 to 20000 kPa, 0 to 8000 kg/m2s and -50% to 100%, respectively

(1996). Extrapolation outside the tabulated conditions is usually not recommended. Strictly

speaking, this CHF table is valid for upward flow inside a uniformly heated 8 mm tube.

Therefore, the actual CHF value can be calculated with the following formula

CHFactual = CHFtabU Kl K2 ... K9

where Kl: Subchannel C/S Factor

K2: Bundle geometry factor

K3: Flow Obstruction Factor

K4: Heated-length factor

K5: Axial Flux Distribution factor

K6: Circumferential flux distribution factor

K7: Flow orientation factor

K8: Vertical low flow factor

K9: Transient effect factor

The K factors are defined in table 1.

The AECL's table look-up method has the best overall prediction accuracy, with 90% of

data within the range of ±10% error claimed by Groeneveld (1986), when compared with

the other correlations (Biasi, 1967, Bowring, 1972). Recently, it is known that (Leung &

Groeneveld, 1990) the prediction accuracy of the CHF table was affected slightly after the

smoothing process. The assessment of both the original and the revised CHF-tables with an

expanded CRL data bank indicated a 1% difference in root-mean-square error, based on the

constant inlet-subcooling approach.

Prediction methods of CHF for tubes are commonly used to predict CHF in subchannels

of a rod bundle such as the ASSERT code (Carver et al., 1988). Typical subchannel

modeling used ASSERT is shown in Figure 1. Since the effect of cross-sectional shape

should be considered, work is in progress to derive a CHF correction factor to account for
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the difference in cross-sectional geometry between a tube and various types of subchannels

such as in the CANDU fuel bundle. Moreover, for application to heavy water, the tabulated

CHF values have been transformed into heavy-water equivalent values.

3. Critical Heat Flux in Horizontal Tubes

To apply the table look-up method to a horizontal flow channel, the effect of stratification

should be quantified. Groeneveld (1982) firstly adopted the Taitel & Dukler's flow regime

map (see Figure 2) to subdivide the annular flow regime into homogeneous annular and

stratified annular flow regimes and then, applied the different correction factor for each flow

regime. As a result of this effort, Wong (1988) found that quite a large amount of horizontal

CHF data was underpredicted. He derived a correction factor in terms of a dimensionless

number which is the ratio of turbulent to gravity forces. However, this method cannot be

used for subchannels of a CANDU bundle since the cross flow will considerably affect the

phase distribution inside a subchannel and is likely to suppress the occurrence of flow

stratification within each subchannel. In fact, the inertia and gravity forces are very important

in determining horizontal stratification (Park, 1994, 1995, Brauner, 1991). Therefore, more

systematic modeling effort should be devoted to take into account the effect of horizontal

stratification to the dryout phenomenon.

The effect of axial-flux distribution on critical heat flux is known to be important. Since

most measurements of critical heat flux have been obtained in uniformly heated tubes because

of relative ease in construction of the test section and known location of dryout, the large

majority of CHF prediction methods are valid only for uniformly heated channels. A change

in axial-flux distribution from uniform to nonuniform can have a significant effect (Lahey &

Moody, 1978) on location of dryout and magnitude of CHF or dryout power. AECL (Leung

& Groeneveld, 1990) recommended a correction factor to the local conditions approach for

predicting CHF. This technique is basically a combination of the local and

boiling-length-average heat-flux approach. That is. when the equilibrium quality is less than 0,

no correction is made. When the equilibrium quality is greater than 0, the correction is made

depending upon the ratio of local heat flux to the boiling-length-average heat flux. This

technique has been applied for the 37-element fuel since it has the correct parametric and

asymptotic trends. It is known (Leung & Groeneveld, 1990) that this technique can be used

over a wide range of conditions and form factors including those corresponding to local flux

spikes.
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4. Fluid-to-Fluid Modeling for CHF

Since most of CHF prediction methods were developed for light water, these can not be

directly applied to heavy water. The best way is the fluid-to-fluid modeling where the

pressure, mass flux and heat flux can be modeled by similarity parameters. Leung (1990)

used dimensionless parameters such as the density ratio (i.e., ratio of liquid to vapor

densities), the boiling number (i.e., the ratio of heat flux to the product of mass flux and

latent heat), and the mass flux parameter (i.e., a parameter with mass flux, tube diameter,

surface tension and liquid density, Katto, 1983). In this similarity analysis, most of the

modeling parameters are developed analytically and therefore are valid for a wide range of

conditions. The only exception is the modeling of heat flux where the boiling number

becomes indefinite as the mass flux approaches zero, in which case the CHF equation for

pool boiling (Groeneveld, 1984) should be used. Two important considerations in similarity

analysis for real CANDU-bundle application are the geometrical effect and the channel

orientation. The geometrical similarity can be partially satisfied by maintaining the heated

length-to-diameter ratio. The change in channel orientation causes flow to partially or

completely stratify at low flows. The flow stratification is strongly dependent on the mass

flux, density difference, quality and void fraction. Since these parameters for both heavy and

light water are close, the effect of stratification is expected to be the same in these two

fluids. Therefore, the modeling parameters should be valid for these fluids in horizontal flow.

5. Critical Heat Flux Prediction Method for Twelve 37-Element Fuel Bundle

Strings

Empirical correlations are usually used to predict the CHF in a string of 37-rod bundles.

Since most bundle-CHF correlation have a limited range of application and incorrect

parametric and asymptotic trends, Leung & Groeneveld (1989) derived a general CHF

prediction method for a string of horizontal natural uranium 37-element fuel bundles. This

method is based upon the look-up table technique and the boiling-length average heat-flux

approach.

The bundle-CHF look-up table was derived based on the parametric trends of the

tube-CHF look-up table and water/freon-cooled bundle-CHF data with flow stratification

correction factor. The CHF table for 37-element bundles covers the following ranges of
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conditions :

Pressure MOO - 20000 kPa

Mass Flux : 0 - 8000 kg/m2-s

Dryout quality : -0.5 - 1.0.

The look-up table was derived for light water, which was used as coolant in most

bundle-CHF tests. For evaluations of CCP (Critical Channel Power) in a reactor, CHF values

for heavy water are required. Since the properties of these two fluids are close, only slight

modifications in CHF are needed. To simplify the prediction of CHF for heavy water

conditions, the bundle CHF table has been transformed into equivalent values for heavy

water. This transformation is based on the modelling parameters as described in the previous

chapter.

It is reported (Leung & Groeneveld, 1990) that the table showed a noticeable

improvement if compared with previous 12 sets of CHF experimental data as shown in Table

1. The main advantages of the bundle-CHF look-up table is its wide range of application.

Although the accuracy decreases at conditions where no data are available, the table is

believed to predict realistic values.

6. CHF Look-up Table for other Fuel Geometries

To quantify the dryout limit in CANDU fuel channel (i.e., CCP) loaded with new fuel

bundles (e.g., CANFLEX -and/or DUPIC fuel bundle), it need experiments to derive a valid

CHF look-up table for corresponding fuel geometry. Since a complete experimental data set

of 43-element fuel bundle is not available at this moment, the techniques for extending the

existing CHF look-up table can be tentatively used to study different characteristics of the

new fuel bundles. In a thermal-hydraulic aspect, three major changes in new fuel bundle are

: 1) change in heated and wetted perimeters, 2) change in (rod-wise) radial power

distribution, and 3) change in axial power distribution. All of these, in fact, are very

important factors determining CHF values. Moreover, the location of the dryout inside a fuel

string could be changed due to the fuel geometry change. To increase understanding of CHF

phenomenon occurring inside new fuel bundle, therefore, it is needed to analyze

thermal-hydraulic behaviors of the coolant by qualified computer codes and/or some analytical

means. It should be noted that thermal behavior of coolant flow can be thoroughly

understand through multi-dimensional mechanistic modeling efforts of the two-phase flow.
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7. Summary and Conclusions

The backbone and the major technical issues concerning AECL's CHF prediction

methodology is presented. Starting from vertical tube water flow data to the horizontal bundle

data, the developmental stages of CHF look-up table has been discussed. To apply the

AECL's CHF prediction methodology to new fuel bundle which has quite different geometry

and heat flux distribution, it is needed to develop an extended CHF look-up table. Moreover,

it is essential to understand the thermal-hydraulic phenomena occurring inside a fuel bundle

string. In other, words, the flow and void distribution inside a fuel bundle should be better

understood by some analytical means and/or computational tools. Finally, it is hoped that this

report could be a help in understanding the current state-of-the-art of CHF prediction

technique of AECL.
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Table 1. Correction Factors in CHF Correlation

FACTOR

Kj, Subchannel or

Tube-Diameter

C/S Factor

K.2, Bundle-Geometry

Factor

K3, Grid-Spacer or

Flow-Obstruction

Factor

K4, Heated-Length

Factor

K5, Axial Flux

Distribution

Factor

K$, Circumferential

Flux

Distribution

Factor

FORM

For 2 < Di« < 32 mm:

K,= (0.008 /D he )U3

For Dhe > 32 mm:

K, = 0.63

K2 = min[l,(2 8 min / Dhy)
03]

K3 = l+Aexp(-BLsp / Dhy)

A = 1.5K05(G / 1000)°2

B = 0.1

For L/DHY > 5:

K4 = exp[dhy / L) exp(2 ah)]

ah = Xp,/[Xp,+ (l-X)Pg]

For X < 0 :

K5 = qLOCAL / qBLA

For X > 0 :

K5 = 1.0

For ah< 0.2:

K« = 1.0

For ah> 0.7:

Kfi = qLOCAL/QAVE

COMMENTS

Includes the observed

diameter effect on CHF.

This effect is slightly quality

dependent.

This is a tentative expression,

an empirically derived factor

is preferred.

K2 is also a week function

of P, G and X.

Ideally, A and B should be

obtained for each grid spacer,

as the pressure-loss

coefficient, K, is insufficient

to completely express the

grid-spacer effect

Includes of ah correctly

predicts the diminishing

length effect at subcooled

conditions.

The F-factor method may

also be used within narrow

ranges of conditions.

Tentative recommendation

only. Linear Interpolation is

used for 0.2 < ah<0.7
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Table

K7, Flow-

Orientation

Factor

Kg, Vertical Low-

Flow Factor

K9, Transient-

Effect

Factor

1. Correction Factors in CHF Correlation (continued)

Stratified flow (G<Gi):

K7 = 0

Non-stratified flow (G>G2):

K7 = 1

Intermediate flow

(G,<G<G2):

K7 = [(G-G) / (G2-G)]07

G<-400 kg • m V or X<0 :

K8 = 1

-400<G<O kg.m^.s"1: Use

linear interpolation between

table value for upward flow

and value predicted from

CHF = CHFG=o,x=o (1- ar*)Ci

Power Transients:

K9 = C2 qLOCAL / QBLA

Flow Transients (Annular

Flow)

r GHfsXDte I0-6

K 9 - C i [ A L B Q B L A \

To determine Gi and G2

(for a given X and P),

use the Taitel and

Dukler flow-regime map.

For tfA<0.8

C, = 1.0

For ah>0.%:

c _ 0.8 + 0.IP/Ipg
1 ah+{\- ah)pflpg

Minus sign refers to

downward flow.

G=0, X=0 refers to pool

boiling

C2 is the microlayer depletion

factor which is 1 for annular

flow (Chang's method)

qBLA is evaluated using

Lagrangian approach (as seen

by fluid).
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Table 2. Difference of CHF Values from Look-up Table

and Experimental Data Sets

Author

McDonald (1980)

Borodin (1982)

Forrest (1985)

Rudzinski (1.987)

Rudzinski (1985)
1982 Data
1983 Data

Nickerson (1980)

Rudzinski (1982)

McDonald (1983)

McDonald (1984)

Kalra (1982)

Groeneveld (1980)

McDonald (1987)

Rudzinski (1987a)

Yin (1989)

Coolant

water

water

water

water

water

F-12

F-12

F-12

F-12

F-12

F-12

F-12 .

F-12

F-12

Length of
Test Section

5.762 m

2.881 m

0.978 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

5.762 m

Orientation

horizontal

horizontal

horizontal

horizontal

horizontal

horizontal

horizontal

horizontal

horizontal

vertical

vertical

vertical

vertical

vertical

Heat Flux

uniform

uniform

uniform

uniform

skewed-
cosine

uniform

stepped-
cosine

stepped-
cosine

rev-step-
cosine

uniform

uniform

uniform

stepped-
cosine

stepped-
cosine

Error (%)

Average

3.79

-4.04

-6.14

0.38

90
6.05

-0.90

6.25

-2.78

-4.02

-5.64

1.29

0.45

2.57

-6.04

4.75

rms

5.27

5.85

7.39

2.78

80
9.27
4.40

6.73

5.83

5.27

8.16

3.05

2.25

4.14

6.83

5.50
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Figure 1. Subchannel Models Used in ASSERT code
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